
STEP 65

hubs. The discs were bolted to the flange and had six large 
exit holes for mud and snow. They also had six seatings 
for the shafts of the rollers. 

The shafts were housed between the discs and carried 
bronze bushes upon which the rollers rotated. As the wheel 
turned they drove the tracks by means of the rollers which 
bore against the guide horns.

T wo identical sprocket (main) wheels were fitted 
at the rear of the tank, each to the splined end of the 
driving shaft of the final drive. The wheels were fixed 
by a ring, screwed by four studs to the end of the final 

drive shaft. The rings were covered by an armoured cap. 
In early models the wheel hub was flanged; in later 

models the rims were cast integrally with the discs and 
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The sprocket – or main – wheel was designed to rewind the caterpillar track  
and transfer the force to the tank hull.

Steel tyres were fitted 
to the wheels to preserve 
and prolong the life 
of the rims.
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1Stretch the tyre (065B) on to the rim of the main wheel 
inner (065A). Ensure that the tyre seats firmly and evenly all 
around the rim.

NOTE: Keep the main wheel trunnion (065C) until it can 
be fitted in the next stage.

CODE 
NUMBER COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

065A Main wheel inner 1

065B Tyre 1

065C Main wheel trunnion 1

In the next stages you 
will assemble and fit all 
the wheels.



STEP 66

A ll bogie wheels were identical. Two ball bearings 
were pressed in the hub of each wheel, which were 
separated by a distance piece. The bogie wheel 
was fixed by a crown nut and the hub covered by 

an armoured cap. A labyrinth seal consisting of two rings 
was fastened to the internal side of the hub, which together 
with the labyrinth ring prevented leakage of lubricant from 
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
Тhe Т-34-85 tank had up to five bogie wheels on each side. There were two types: 
stamped or cast discs.

1

the bearings as well as contamination of the internal cavity 
of the hub. There was a flange on the outside of the hub. 

The plates were fastened to the flange by bolts and 
between them the plates were supported by bolts which rest 
in bushes. On the plates of the bogie wheels are pressed and 
welded steel rims with rubber tyres.

On the outside, the bogie 
wheel hub was fitted with 
an armoured cap. In the 
centre of the cap there is  
a hole used for lubrication 
of bearings. The hole was 
capped with a stopper,  
the head of which was 
painted red.
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1Stretch the tyre (066C) on to the rim of the main wheel 
outer (066A). Ensure that the tyre seats firmly and 
evenly all around the rim.

2Fit the main wheel outer (066A) to the main wheel 
inner (065A), ensuring that the three pins around  
the inner rim fit firmly into the corresponding sockets.

CODE 
NUMBER COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

066A Main wheel outer 1

066B Main wheel hub 1

066C Tyre 1

066D Large washer 1

066E Small washer 1

LM 2.3 × 4mm screw 2 + 1*

* includes spare

066E

065C

066B

066B

066A

065C

066D

066D

066E

061A

061A065C

3Fit the pivot of the main wheel trunnion (065C) – 
supplied with issue 65 – on to the screw post beside 
the next slot in the left hull side A (61A), ensuring that 

the axle is orientated as shown. Fit the small washer (066E) 
into the pivot socket, then fix with an LM screw through 
the washer.

5Push the main 
wheel hub (066B) 
firmly on to 

the inner rim of the main 
wheel outer (066A) so that 
it covers the screw.

4Fit the wheel assembly on to the outer axle 
of the main wheel trunnion (065C). Fit the large 
washer (066D) into the centre of the wheel and fix 

with an LM screw through the washer.

LM

LM



STEP 67
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The idler wheel, or guide wheel, was designed to adjust the tension  
of the caterpillar tracks.

1

The axle of the crank rested in a bracket welded to the hull 
of the tank. The axle was attached from inside the tank  
by means of special nuts and locking bolts.

The end of the crank was toothed to mesh with the teeth 
of the ring welded to the bracket.

T he idler wheel was situated in the front of the tank. 
The axle took the form of a crank. The idler wheel was 
secured to the crank on two ball bearings fixed by nuts. 
The hub of the wheel was covered by an armoured cap. 

Two rubber tyred rims were shrunk on and welded (on later 
models there were no tyres on the idler wheel).

Openings for disposal  
of the mud and snow 
were made in the discs  
of the idler wheel.
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064A 067A

064B 067B

3Take the set of 16 track links and 16 track links 
with guide horns that you assembled in stage 64. 
Lay them end to end with the set you assembled 

in step 2, alternating them as shown. Fix them together 
using two DP screws.

DP

DP

067A

067A 067B

067A

067B

067B

1Take the eight track links (067A) and eight track 
links with guide horns (067B) and lay them in a row, 
alternating them as shown. Interlock one pair 

and fix them together using a DP screw through each end 
of the hinged joint.

2Repeat the same technique to join 
all 16 pieces of the track together. 
Ensure you alternate the plain 

track links (067A) with those with guide 
horns (067B) and fix each pair with two  
DP screws.

DP

DP

DP

DP

CODE 
NUMBER COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

067A Track link 8

067B Track link with guide horn 8

DP 1.5 × 5mm screw 32 + 5*

* includes spares

DP

067A

067B



STEP 68

The worm wheel served to turn the crank around 
its axle, which allowed the change in the tension. As 
it rotated, the crank changed the distance between centres 
of the leading wheel and the idler wheel, which resulted 
in a change in caterpillar track tension. 

A bracket, welded to the tank hull, and held by a nut, 
was screwed to the end of the axle. The worm gear was 
mounted freely on the crank and provided an opportunity 
for the movement of the crank relative to the gear.

T he idler wheel, or guide wheel, was used to 
alter the caterpillar track tension. It was linked 
to the caterpillar tensioning mechanism. 

The caterpillar track tensioning mechanism 
was designed for tension adjustment. The mechanism 
comprised a crank, a worm, a worm wheel, a nut and a stop 
bolt. The crank axle was fitted on a special bracket welded 
to the tank hull and was held with a nut screwed to the end 
of the axle.
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The idler wheel, or guide wheel, was used to alter the caterpillar track tension.  
It was linked to the caterpillar tensioning mechanism. 

The T-34’s crew regularly 
adjusted the idler wheel  
to ensure correct track 
tension.
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1Fit the two mounting brackets (068B) to the pairs 
of fixing posts on the inside of the left side panel 
of the engine compartment (068A) in the positions 

shown. Fix each bracket with two LM screws.

2Fit the two spring upper supports of main wheel 
(068D) to the inside of the left side panel of the engine 
compartment (068A) in the positions shown. Ensure 

that the pins fit into the corresponding sockets. Fix each 
support with an LM screw from behind.

CODE 
NUMBER COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

068A Left side panel of engine compartment 1

068B Mounting bracket 2

068C Panel 1

068D Spring upper support of main wheel 2

HM 2.0 × 4mm screw 2 + 1*

LM 2.3 × 4mm screw 6 + 2*

* includes spares

LM LM

LM

LM LM

LM

LMHM

068A

068A

068C

068C

3Fit the panel (068C) to the left side panel of the engine 
compartment (068A), orientated as shown. The angled 
edges of the panel must match the angled sides 

of the engine compartment. Fix with two HM screws.

HM HM

4This is how 
the left side panel 
of the engine 

compartment looks when 
this stage is completed.
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